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October 28, 2020

Workshop Overview

PURPOSE & SUMMARY
The County of Butte hosted the first community
workshop for the North Chico Village Vision Plan. The
virtual workshop was held on Wednesday, October
28, 2020 via Zoom. The materials and content were
presented by their joint-selected planning and urban
design consultant - SWA group.
Community members from approximately 60
households attended the workshop to share their
ideas, needs and goals for the North Chico community
and the project site.
The purpose of the workshop was to:
• Inform the community about the project
• Explain the various opportunities to participate
• Understand the changes desired by the community
• Solicit input on North Chico’s unique qualities,
needs and goals related to development and placemaking opportunities
• Present opportunities and constraints related to
existing conditions of the project site and the
surrounding area
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ACTIVITIES & MAJOR THEMES
SWA Group gave a presentation that included the
following topics:
• Project introduction
• Site-scaled comparisons - varying from city center/
college campus scale to a site-specific use scale
• North Chico analysis and inventory with
opportunities and constraints
• Overview of the visioning process and upcoming
workshops
The first activity was a pop-quiz; attendees were
asked to respond to 10 questions including one bonus
question at the end while the breakout room facilitator
records each answer on a screen-shared word
document.
The major themes that resulted from this exercise
desires for:
1. Low density, rural setting
2. Traffic and road improvements
3. Trails and open spaces
4. Neighborhood and community-oriented uses
5. Safety and privacy

The second activity was a dot-polling exercise where
participants were given access to an online ideas
wall where they were asked to engage with various
character imagery by clicking ‘like’ or ‘dislike’, They are
also given the opportunity to add their own images or
ideas for other community members to respond to.
This exercise is on-going and a summary of this
activity will be available after Workshop #2.

Activity: Breakout Discussion Pop Quiz Results
Overview: Answers to the
pop quiz questions below are
sized based on the amount of
responses received tallied by
phrase.

(x)
(x)
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= high
= medium/high

(x) = medium
(x) = low

1.

What qualities of North Chico do
you and your family value the most?

Rural
Neighbors

Bike Lane

No Light Pollution

Privacy

Open Spaces

Quiet
Low Crime

2.

Name something that you enjoy in
other places and wish you could find
in North Chico.

Safety

Nothing

Flood Mitigation

Better Internet Speed

Better Roads
Access to Public Transit
Additional Police/Fire
Safety

Activity: Breakout Discussion Pop Quiz Results

3.

Where do you go to feel connected
to fellow community members in
North Chico?
Church

Levee

4.
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What do you think is unique and
important about the area being
planned for the North Chico Village?

Open Space

Walks

Neighbor’s Homes
Neighborhood Gatherings

View of Planes

Low Density

Degarmo Park

Schools

Orchards

Schools
Almond Blossoms

Traffic

Wildlife/Livestock
Levee

Stars at Night

Flooding

Activity: Breakout Discussion Pop Quiz Results

5.

What one use do you with could go
in the North Chico Village?

Parks

Police/Fire Station

School
Agriculture

Community Garden

6.
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What would make the North Chico
Village site feel more connected to
the surrounding community?

Better Traffic
Walkability

Paths/Trails

Wildlife Viewing Areas

Family Spaces

Trails

WIldlife Preservation Area

Recreational
Amenities

Low Density

Parks/Open
Spaces

Improved Roads
Outdoor Exercise Equipment

Activity: Breakout Discussion Pop Quiz Results

7.

Do you believe that the North Chico
Village has the ability to address
housing shortages and housing
affordability in Butte County?

Livability will Decline

No

8.
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Would you trade off less
personal outdoor space for more
neighborhood amenities such as
parks, greenbelts and gathering
spaces?

Unsure
Yes, if
Sports Complex

Depends

Seems Unattainable
Smaller Homes

Maybe with better
transit access

Up to those who
live there

No
Maybe with
different
policies

Like the idea

Shouldn’t lose
natural beauty

Activity: Breakout Discussion Pop Quiz Results

9.

In thinking about the next
generation of residents in North
Chico - the children and teens of
today - what would they want to
see in the North Chico Village?

Public Transit

Nature

Lake

Additional Schools
Space for FFA

How important to you is high quality
neighborhood design in choosing a
place to live?

Fast-Food

Public Safety

Open Space

Workshop #1 Summary

Critical

Rural Feeling

Shopping

10.

North Chico Village Vision Plan

Very Important
Extremely

Online Engagement Input
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Quick Recap:

Takeaways:

• Project Website <www.northchicovillage.com>
• 1,657 unique visitors to the project website (as of 10/30/20)
• 75 total survey responses (summary of online survey responses and
ideas wall engagements will be available after Workshop #2 )

• Traffic and speeding is a big concern at Eaton Road, Hicks Lane,
Garner Lane and Hwy 99 exit
• Hicks Lane floods annually
• New developments in the area are not affordable for many
community members
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Appendix: Breakout Discussion Pop Quiz Notes

Breakout Group Notes
Group 1 Notes
Question #1
What qualities of North Chico do you and your family value the most?
Responses:
•
Non-urban quality, limited traffic, open spaces
•
Open Spaces, Ranchette homes, low density
•
Less traffic, country feel
•
Views from levees to foothills
Question #2
Name something that you enjoy in other places and wish you could find in North Chico.
Responses:
•
Access to bus/public transit that is walkable
•
Bike Lanes
•
Enjoy what is currently there
Question #3
Where do you go to feel connected to fellow community members in North Chico?
Responses:
•
Significant number of walkers on streets/levees
•
Schools/churches
•
Tagamo Park for the library
Question #4
What do you think is unique and important about the area being planned for the North Chico
Village?
Responses:
•
Orchards
•
Water/flooding challenges
•
Aquifer going down
•
Water quality concerns from orchards
Question #5
What one use do you wish could go in the North Chico Village?
Responses:
•
Open Space/Recreation/Community Gardens
•
Parks next to existing housing
•
Follow North Chico Specific plan – 1 acre low density
Question #6
What would make the North Chico Village site feel more connected to the surrounding
community?
Responses:
•
Walkability – extend walks from levee
•
Housing similar to the rest of North Chico
•
Open Spaces
Question #7
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Do you believe the North Chico Village has the ability to address housing shortages and housing
affordability in Butte County?
Responses:
•
No
•
Any housing development should include a portion
•
Keep houses smaller with bigger yards
•
Affordable housing should go where there are already more affordable houses
•
Need access to public transit/buses
Question #8
Would you trade-off less personal outdoor space for more neighborhood amenities such as
parks, greenbelts, and gathering places?
Responses:
•
Question more for people that will be living there
•
What are the needs of the future
•
Concerns about losing the natural beauty for small parks
•
Wants to keep personal outdoor space
•
Question #9
In thinking about the next generation of residents in North Chico – the children and teens of
today – what would they want to see in the North Chico Village?
Responses:
•
Fast food restaurants/shopping
•
Depends on upbringing
•
Open Space
•
Move-up Housing
•
Access to public transit
Question #10
How important to you is high quality neighborhood design in choosing a place to live?
Responses:
•
Extremely important
•
Critical
•
Critical especially as it relates to roads, need roads wide enough to accommodate all of
the cars. More kids living at home for longer

Breakout Group Notes
Group 2 Notes
Question #1
What qualities of North Chico do you and your family value the most?
Responses:
•
Wide open spaces, away from urban areas, a different type of lifestyle
•
To be away from apartments, traffic concerns, not a welcome project
•
Causing hostility within the area
•
No light pollution at night, lack of density
•
Concerns of low income housing bringing down value of the area
•
Zoning allows for a peaceful/rural setting
•
Concerns of lowering housing values
•
Doubling of unit count in limited space will cause traffic congestion
•
Will require proper infrastructure support
Question #2
Name something that you enjoy in other places and wish you could find in North Chico.
Responses:
•
Nothing
Question #3
Where do you go to feel connected to fellow community members in North Chico?
Responses:
•
Neighbors
Question #4
What do you think is unique and important about the area being planned for the North Chico
Village?
Responses:
•
Leave as is
•
Nothing unique
•
Distance from others
•
Prefer not to be surrounded by cheap neighborhoods
Preferred:
•
5-acre lots preferred
•
High-end big lots
•
No multi-family
Question #5
What one use do you wish could go in the North Chico Village?
Responses:
•
Recreation
•
Park
•
Trail system that extends to bike on Eaton Rd
•
Wildlife preservation areas
Question #6
What would make the North Chico Village site feel more connected to the surrounding
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community?
Responses:
•
Continuity – match what is currently on site
•
Esplanade on Eaton
•
Emergency services
•
Op1 Sewage – connect to Chico sewer / Op2 – building wastewater treatment plan = no
•
Schools are at maximum capacity – density can overcrowd schools
•
Multiple on-going projects in one area
•
Traffic is an on-going concern
Question #7
Do you believe the North Chico Village has the ability to address housing shortages and housing
affordability in Butte County?
Responses:
•
Not the answer for housing shortages in the area
•
Will not improve affordability
•
North Chico should not be developed beyond current density
•
Livability will severely decline
•
Identification of housing shortage
Question #8
Would you trade-off less personal outdoor space for more neighborhood amenities such as
parks, greenbelts, and gathering places?
Responses:
•
No
Question #9
In thinking about the next generation of residents in North Chico – the children and teens of
today – what would they want to see in the North Chico Village?
Responses:
•
Leave it the way it is
•
Space, animals, acreage
•
Sense of being in the countryside
•
Outdoors, agriculture and nature
•
Not want to see – being closer to the airport
Question #10
How important to you is high quality neighborhood design in choosing a place to live?
Responses:
•
No to planned neighborhoods
•
North Chico is a unique area – recognize neighbors, comfortable, small community
•
High quality neighborhood design is very important
•
Living in Chico is a choice
•
Controlled neighborhood setting is important but without shops and density
•
Accountability
Other Comments:
• Road improvements (potholes) – Hicks Lane
• Reports on the development happening soon – clarification on timeline of project

Breakout Group Notes
Group 3 Notes
Question #1
What qualities of North Chico do you and your family value the most?
Responses:
•
Out in the Country
•
Separation of Houses (rural)
•
***Open Space (walk along creeks)
•
Safety of the creek (kids can ride bike without worrying)
•
Larger lot sizes, not as much traffic
o
Closer Neighborhood feel
o
Vs. Chico- Not as many Homeless
•
Large Open Space for horses, etc.
•
***Recognize neighbors- Safer, more welcome feeling
Question #2
Name something that you enjoy in other places and wish you could find in North Chico.
Responses:
•
Views of Mountains – Paradise transplants who enjoy that feeling
•
Restaurants
•
“Like what we’ve got”
•
More open space
**Vote- Who wants development and who doesn’t**
Question #3
Where do you go to feel connected to fellow community members in North Chico?
Responses:
•
Connect with people around when walking horse (don’t have to worry about traffic) and
people come to visit
•
Established friendships over the years
•
Degarmo Park
•
Close knit community naturally
Question #4
What do you think is unique and important about the area being planned for the North Chico
Village?
Responses:
•
“Nobody there”
•
Good buffer between development
o
Orchard are nice greenlines
Question #5
What one use do you wish could go in the North Chico Village?
Responses:
•
Police station
•
Fire station
•
Airport Access that betters traffic
•
Garner backs up to
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Question #6
What would make the North Chico Village site feel more connected to the surrounding
community?
Responses:
•
Bike paths, walking paths
•
Sycamore creek to bidwell park
•
More rural feeling will help the community feel more connected
•
Park possibly
Question #7
Do you believe the North Chico Village has the ability to address housing shortages and housing
affordability in Butte County?
Responses:
•
No
•
Worried about high density housingQuestion #8
Would you trade-off less personal outdoor space for more neighborhood amenities such as
parks, greenbelts, and gathering places?
Responses:
•
No
Question #9
In thinking about the next generation of residents in North Chico – the children and teens of
today – what would they want to see in the North Chico Village?
Responses:
•
Like things to stay the same
•
Like the room to do FFA, etc.
Question #10
How important to you is high quality neighborhood design in choosing a place to live?
Responses:
•
Very important to have high quality, well thought out design
•
Design important due to flooding issues

Breakout Group Notes
Group 4 Notes
Question #1
What qualities of North Chico do you and your family value the most?
Responses:
•
Privacy
•
Rural setting. Low density housing
•
Minimal light pollution
•
Low crime area
•
Low traffic
Question #2
Name something that you enjoy in other places and wish you could find in North Chico.
Responses:
•
Vineyards
•
Everything we have is already here.
Question #3
Where do you go to feel connected to fellow community members in North Chico?
Responses:
•
Next Door App (Online)
•
Travel next door to speak with neighbors.
Question #4
What do you think is unique and important about the area being planned for the North Chico
Village?
Responses:
•
Cattle ranch, Open space, Nature
•
Recharge area for groundwater.
Question #5
What one use do you wish could go in the North Chico Village?
Responses:
•
Keep open space and agriculture uses.
Question #6
What would make the North Chico Village site feel more connected to the surrounding
community?
Responses:
•
Improving roads and intersection on Hwy 99 and Hicks.
•
Feel more connected to the surrounding community by not building anything. The open
space is what is enjoyed by the surrounding community.
Question #7
Do you believe the North Chico Village has the ability to address housing shortages and housing
affordability in Butte County?
Responses:
•
No additional housing.
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Question #8
Would you trade-off less personal outdoor space for more neighborhood amenities such as
parks, greenbelts, and gathering places?
Responses:
•
No
Question #9
In thinking about the next generation of residents in North Chico – the children and teens of
today – what would they want to see in the North Chico Village?
Responses:
•
Children would like to experience the open space and interact with nature.
•
Children and teens can experience and play in their own yards.
Question #10
How important to you is high quality neighborhood design in choosing a place to live?
Responses:
•
Enjoy large lots.

Breakout Group Notes
Group 5 Notes
Question #1
What qualities of North Chico do you and your family value the most?
Responses:
•
Close to freeway/downtown, but quiet, not densely packed, Rural, animal keeping, horse
riding on slough/4H projects
•
Likes rural lifestyle, expanse of space, not crowded
•
Low Traffic
•
Costs of public services for adjacent parcels if sewer hookups are required.
•
Does not want City water/sewer
•
Water quality concerns
Question #2
Name something that you enjoy in other places and wish you could find in North Chico.
Responses:
•
Schools are busy/Needs of children
•
Does not mind traveling into town to get to services
•
Peace and quiet is the main attraction to living in North Chico
•
Likes being outside of town
•
Grocery Store is missing
Question #3
Where do you go to feel connected to fellow community members in North Chico?
Responses:
•
Does not feel need to be connected to North Chico, does feel community connection to
coffee shops nearby
•
The main hub is downtown Chico that is where we connect with community
•
Can get to everything in Chico within 15 minutes from North Chico, not necessary to have
these services in north chico.
Question #4
What do you think is unique and important about the area being planned for the North Chico
Village?
Responses:
•
Wildlife/doves, turkeys
•
Open Space
•
Relatively close to town and rural setting
•
4H groups, great for raising children
Question #5
What one use do you wish could go in the North Chico Village?
Responses:
•
Maybe a grocery store
•
Greenbelt Park along creeks
•
No rec centers or playgrounds
Question #6
What would make the North Chico Village site feel more connected to the surrounding
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community?
Responses:
•
Every home to be 1 to 2 acres, develop in the same way as the adjacent properties
•
Continue with openness, large lots
•
High density close to freeway to help block noise for this area
Question #7
Do you believe the North Chico Village has the ability to address housing shortages and housing
affordability in Butte County?
Responses:
•
Yes it does unfortunately, but that comes with other issues;
•
Definitely help with availability but not affordability, prices will follow the market
•
What are we describing as affordable?
•
Small starter type family housing would be helpful but not at this location
Question #8
Would you trade-off less personal outdoor space for more neighborhood amenities such as
parks, greenbelts, and gathering places?
Responses:
•
Text here
Question #9
In thinking about the next generation of residents in North Chico – the children and teens of
today – what would they want to see in the North Chico Village?
Responses:
•
Text here
Question #10
How important to you is high quality neighborhood design in choosing a place to live?
Responses:
•
Text here

Breakout Group Notes
Group 6 Notes
Question #1
What qualities of North Chico do you and your family value the most?
Responses:
•
Privacy and not a downtown feel
•
Resident for over 40 years. Lot size are larger. Out of the city and a little bit of country,
but not too far from town. Have animals. Future improvements for the development. Less traffic
in the area.
•
Lived in Chico whole live. The area is larger lots. Want their space. One of the few areas
left that don’t have a lot of neighbors. Like the country like setting. Get away from crime.
Question #2
Name something that you enjoy in other places and wish you could find in North Chico.
Responses:
•
We already have what we need. Amenities are not too far away
•
Like it the way it is
•
Hicks Lane bike lane would be helpful
Question #3
Where do you go to feel connected to fellow community members in North Chico?
Responses:
•
School, other people’s houses
•
Neighborhood’s involved organizing gatherings
•
Existing wide streets to allow kids to play
Question #4
What do you think is unique and important about the area being planned for the North Chico
Village?
Responses:
•
Lot of wildlife
•
Open space
•
Proper road development is needed
•
Like the ability to watch the planes
•
Use the levy for exercise, pedestrian use, more freedom
•
Agriculture in the area along with neighborhoods and close enough to Chico
•
Will miss the almonds blossoms and the agriculture when it is gone.
•
With the development, loss of wildlife in the area.
Question #5
What one use do you wish could go in the North Chico Village?
Responses:
•
Nothing
•
Family park use space, safer family area
Question #6
What would make the North Chico Village site feel more connected to the surrounding
community?
Responses:
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•
Each building area have an open space/playground (1 acre minimum)
•
Wildlife viewing areas
•
Parcels aren’t planned as clustered development. Larger lots to be compatible to
surrounding uses
•
Limit to 2 story development. Don’t like the high rise development
•
Outdoor exercise equipment incorporated into the open space area
Question #7
Do you believe the North Chico Village has the ability to address housing shortages and housing
affordability in Butte County?
Responses:
•
No
•
Hope not
•
How putting in a big housing development (multi-family) be affordable housing, based on
the location.
•
Additional development along Hicks Lane will add issues to the existing Hicks Lane/Eaton
Avenue Intersection
Question #8
Would you trade-off less personal outdoor space for more neighborhood amenities such as
parks, greenbelts, and gathering places?
Responses:
•
Would not trade-off personal space for more community/neighborhood amenities.
•
Don’t want to trade-off personal space for more common open space areas which will
equate more people with the additional development
•
Area stay rural – larger personal lots
•
Don’t have issues with traveling to community parks other open space areas
Question #9
In thinking about the next generation of residents in North Chico – the children and teens of
today – what would they want to see in the North Chico Village?
Responses:
•
Impacts on schools in the area. Children need to be advocated for, additional schools are
needed.
•
NCSP did identify an elementary school
•
Have their neighborhoods they grew up in preserved.
•
Like being in the rural area and want it to remain that way. Forgo being close to friends and
parks to enjoy the natural open space. Like the existing wildlife and open space.
•
Public safety for the area. Need more police needed keep the area safe, for kids as well.
Question #10
How important to you is high quality neighborhood design in choosing a place to live?
Responses:
•
Like the high quality neighborhood we have already, larger lots
•
Extra wide streets, larger lots.
•
Wider streets, more cul-de-sac for kids to play on safely
•
No tract homes or low income neighborhoods

Breakout Group Notes
Group 7 Notes
Question #1
What qualities of North Chico do you and your family value the
most?
Responses:
•
Open space, low crime rate
•
Lack of congestion
•
Low density
Question #2
Name something that you enjoy in other places and wish you
could find in North Chico.
Responses:
•
Wide open spaces
•
Country feel
•
Better infrastructure
•
Flood mitigation
•
Additional police and fire
Question #3
Where do you go to feel connected to fellow community
members in North Chico?
Responses:
•
Neighbors, staying within the neighborhood
•
Levee
•
On walks
Question #4
What do you think is unique and important about the area being
planned for the North Chico Village?
Responses:
•
Sticking to similar feelings around the area currently
•
The rural feeling
•
Low density housing
•
The quiet
•
The agricultural land, having livestock around
•
A quiet neighborhood
•
Dark, not too many street lights
o
Being able to see the stars
Question #5
What one use do you wish could go in the North Chico Village?
Responses:
•
Bike trail
•
Opening the creek area between the levees for
recreation, within the flood plains
•
Walking trails
•
Lake, something that would really assist with flooding
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Question #6
What would make the North Chico Village site feel more
connected to the surrounding community?
Responses:
•
What we already have
•
Really would like to keep housing density low
o
Want to keep the area as close to it is now as
possible
•
Stay rural
Question #7
Do you believe the North Chico Village has the ability to address
housing shortages and housing affordability in Butte County?
Responses:
•
No, it depends on your interpretation of affordability
•
It doesn’t seem attainable as it is
•
If we stay low density housing, the answer to this would
likely be no
Question #8
Would you trade-off less personal outdoor space for more
neighborhood amenities such as parks, greenbelts, and
gathering places?
Responses:
•
No
Question #9
In thinking about the next generation of residents in North
Chico – the children and teens of today – what would they want
to see in the North Chico Village?
Responses:
•
Lake
•
We want a space in which the children can experience a
rural life
•
We don’t want to lose the agricultural feel that we
currently have
•
Having a space for Future Farmers of America kids
•
A place to raise animals
•
Schools within close proximity
Concerns about this plan:
•
A concern is that there are few amenities
o
This ties into poor infrastructure
•
This community makes the choice to drive a bit further
for amenities for this rural space
•
Traffic gets backed up on Eaton, Keefer, and Garner
•
Sewage System
•
Well water for homes
o
An addition of a water system
•
Highway 99 in general

•
•
•
•

o
Specifically the capacity and interchanges
o
The 99 intersection is rated F
o
Would like to see it widened and better access
Evacuation routes
o
Minimal lanes
Limited police and fire support in the area
o
Wait times associated
o
Impacted by the highway and traffic related
Flooding
Don’t necessarily want more sidewalks

Question #10
How important to you is high quality neighborhood design in
choosing a place to live?
Responses:
•
Very important

Breakout Group Notes
Group 8 Notes
Question #1
What qualities of North Chico do you and your family value the most?
Responses:
•
Wide open spaces and land; quite, not as populated
•
Traffic is limited compared to more urban areas – depending on the time of day -Garner
traffic is getting bad and accidents
•
Like not having businesses in the area
•
Like rural area and space; being in the country but be near the City.
•
Country atmosphere
•
Things are perfect right now
•
Feel safe to have children grow up in; don’t worry about crime
Question #2
Name something that you enjoy in other places and wish you could find in North Chico.
Responses:
•
Better internet connections and internet service
•
Better roads. Roads do not get treated or maintained; there are pot holes
Question #3
Where do you go to feel connected to fellow community members in North Chico?
Responses:
•
We don’t have to go anywhere – we go to our neighbors house with a balance of privacy
and community
Question #4
What do you think is unique and important about the area being planned for the North Chico
Village?
Responses:
•
There is no one there. Unpopulated. Can it be farm land?
•
Like the airplanes flying in the area, love the airport and airplanes. Concern about
constraints on the airport and people pressuring the airport. Need to support expansion of the
airport.
•
Support the air shows and air museum
Question #5
What one use do you wish could go in the North Chico Village?
Responses:
•
State park or park
•
Next to airport will be noisy
•
Sports/play complex including baseball, track, enclosed roller hockey; uses that families
can be used in a safe environment; uses to support the existing community
Question #6
What would make the North Chico Village site feel more connected to the surrounding
community?
Responses:
•
Make housing minimum of 1-acre parcels to blend in to the surrounding area
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•

Bike lanes or paths to connect to the area including down Hicks

Question #7
Do you believe the North Chico Village has the ability to address housing shortages and housing
affordability in Butte County?
Responses:
•
This is not a fair question; any 390 acre are could do this given the resources.
Question #8
Would you trade-off less personal outdoor space for more neighborhood amenities such as
parks, greenbelts, and gathering places?
Responses:
•
Like the idea of community and connections to neighbors without parks, greenbelts and
gathering places
•
Space is important for walking and getting outdoors
•
Not interested in high density development
•
Prefer to have a sports complex or park over housing
Question #9
In thinking about the next generation of residents in North Chico – the children and teens of
today – what would they want to see in the North Chico Village?
Responses:
•
Family feel of the community, place to get together to interact and be active
•
Youth return to enjoy the rural large lot space that this area offers
•
Quality of life in the north Butte County area to raise their children
•
Keep as is – meaning large lots, 1-acre size parcels
•
Water situation, wells have been running dry, need a plan for water to sustain households
and not deprive my well
•
Would not like to see any commercial in this area
•
Do not want traffic or downtown Chico problems
•
Keep neighbors connected to each other
•
Not interested in seeing Chico annexation of the area
Question #10
How important to you is high quality neighborhood design in choosing a place to live?
Responses:
•
Very important
•
Priceless
•
This means that you have thought about parcel sizes, traffic flow, impact to environment,
and how things blend
•
Value the existing design of rural, 1-acre minimum parcels

Breakout Group Notes
Group 9 Notes
Question #1
What qualities of North Chico do you and your family value the most?
Responses:
•
Open space, large lots, less traffic
•
Safety, less transients
Question #2
Name something that you enjoy in other places and wish you could find in North Chico.
Responses:
•
Nothing – love it as it is
•
Enjoys the space as it is
•
Residents live here understanding that they’ll travel to Chico for commercial needs etc.
Question #3
Where do you go to feel connected to fellow community members in North Chico?
Responses:
•
Know and love neighbors, visit on each other’s properties, go into town for other activities
•
Go for runs and walks, know all neighbors and see them often
o
DeGarmo park
Question #4
What do you think is unique and important about the area being planned for the North Chico
Village?
Responses:
•
Parks, open space, housing
o
Would NOT like to see businesses come in
•
Would take major reconstruction of roads to accommodate for exponentially more traffic
•
Garner 99 intersection currently a disaster
o
Accidents almost daily
o
No lights, fast traffic, blind turn
•
1 mile drive took 15 minutes pre-COVID (from house to Garner 99 intersection)
Question #5
What one use do you wish could go in the North Chico Village?
Responses:
•
If building additional medium density, need another school
Question #6
What would make the North Chico Village site feel more connected to the surrounding
community?
Responses:
•
Industrial wouldn’t make sense; something different that fits with the community
Question #7
Do you believe the North Chico Village has the ability to address housing shortages and housing
affordability in Butte County?
Responses:
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•

Essentially not

Question #8
Would you trade-off less personal outdoor space for more neighborhood amenities such as
parks, greenbelts, and gathering places?
Responses:
•
Should be up to the people who live there
•
Currently parks and greenbelts are dangerous
•
With different policies this could be great, but with current policies would be a nightmare
Question #9
In thinking about the next generation of residents in North Chico – the children and teens of
today – what would they want to see in the North Chico Village?
Responses:
•
A safe place to go and to play
Question #10
How important to you is high quality neighborhood design in choosing a place to live?
Responses:
•
Incredibly important (all aspects)

Workshop Chat Box
18:16:16
From Ben Juliano : Missing challenge: Fire service/support?
18:16:50
From 452923 : Good point
18:17:48
From Mike : Butte County fire has acquired 5 acres on corner of Keefer and Garner.
18:20:21
From Ben Juliano : I have been informed via a Cal Fire connection that our Fire Station 41
north of Chico is already enundated with having to service downtown Chico ...
18:21:40
From Jen Skinner : closing station 42 his significantly increased the burden on station
41.
18:22:22
From hartman : Whatever happened to the green line in Chico/Butte?
18:23:47
From Debra Lucero : The Green Line still exists. Perhaps one of the staff can include a
map link for everyone.
18:24:08
From K : What about the impact on Shasta elemetary?
18:24:37
From 452923 : I was wondering about the green belt, would love to see the map
18:24:59
From Tom and Carol Huston : does this impact future growth plans for the airport?
18:25:12
From Jeff and Eva Moore : What about schools in general. They are all overcrowded.
18:25:18
From Tom and Carol Huston : what about flooding from the two sloughs?
18:25:35
From b4bc2 : Green belt/line is mostly on the westside of Chico
18:25:45
From Ben Juliano : What about law enforcement services?
18:26:12
From Jen Skinner : none of these families in the new development will be Shasta
families. Redistricting looked like new development in north chico would be directed to Neal Dow or
other schools
18:26:16
From Jeanie : my question is about hicks which is a disaster once it become county and
is heavily used
18:26:47
From Lori Adrian : So will Kittyhawk….
18:27:09
From Tom and Carol Huston : impact on traffic on Sierra Moon is a significant concern
18:28:04
From Ben Juliano : Chat gets saved in the archive, so you should be using it!
18:28:05
From Mike : Kittyhawk will become a major road thru a quiet neighborhood
18:28:14
From Ben Juliano : THANK YOU!
18:28:33
From iPhone Sierra Moon Resident : does anyone in this area want this? we are blown
away that this is a possibility
18:29:00
From heather bettencourt : No! We do not want this! Peace and quiet is why we moved
out here!
18:29:07
From Ben Juliano : I don’t want it.
18:29:20
From AJ Patton : My biggest concern is the amount of transient garbage and crime that
will come with the spaces being proposed with policies currently in place that allow lawlessness and
the law abiding residents are punished.
18:29:27
From Ben Juliano : Too many concerns presented already ...
18:29:32
From Kelly Jimerfield : Concerned about the ability to evacuate in an emergency, to
much traffic congestion currently
18:29:32
From danebaxter : Nobody wants it who live out here
18:29:33
From 452923 : I moved here because I like being away from the urban areas
18:29:37
From b4bc2 : Surface street to Hwy 99 is one thing but what about on and off ramps to
Hwy 99?
18:29:37
From Tom and Carol Huston : we do not want it either.... so much more traffic. Will
border an expensive subdivision
18:29:38
From Christina Palmer : No we do not want it. We moved out of the city for a reason.
18:29:38
From Debra Lucero : Please continue to use chat. It will be considered; questions will
not be answered tonight via chat. That was the message.
18:29:38
From K : I think a majority of North Chico does not want this.
19:25:57
From Jeanie : We’re out here for rural because we don’t want urban
19:26:18
From Mike : Amen
19:26:39
From Troy Franzen : Amen x2
19:26:56
From Carol Huston : I question the relevance of the 1995 plan now that low density, high
cost home developments have been built in the area. It is not the same as it was in 1995
19:27:00
From Tina : Amen x1000
19:27:33
From Christina Palmer : Thats a great point Carol!
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19:27:44
From Gitta : agreed
19:28:24
From Tina : A grocery store is less than 5 mies away!!!!!!
19:29:00
From Jeanie : put them on the east side. this end is upper end
19:29:06
From K : Dan Breedon I believe our group said no this would NOT solve the housing issue.
19:30:05
From Carol Huston : the idea that Kittyhawk could provide a corridor to the freeway was
in the 1995 plan. Again, that was long before Kittyhawk became a low density thriving neighborhood
19:30:14
From Gitta : I think size
19:30:20
From Lauren Gunter : our break out session was not recorded and the summary
comments were very abridged in this recorded session
19:30:38
From Gitta : Of the project is extreme
19:30:50
From Jeanie : I think you could put affordability out west near Meadowbrook or East near
Ceres and those streets with current building. But stay out of this middle area for more density. we
are here for low density
19:31:46
From Carol Huston : There are areas in Chico where high density, affordable housing is
the norm. That is not the case here. Why the efforts to change the culture of north Chico when there
is growth in other areas where high density, low cost is the norm?
19:32:07
From Gitta : I suggest you can keep low density and also keep housing prices lower by
building smaller homes on large lots.
19:32:22
From Desta : I wasn’t in Dan’s group but I certainly agree this area does NOT have the
ability or responsibility to solve the affordable housing issue. There have to be starter neighborhoods,
middle neighborhoods and move-up neighborhoods. You can’t destroy the move up neighborhood by
forcing something that doesn’t belong here. High density and low income housing should go where the
services already are and where the housing is similar.
19:32:38
From Mary Ellen Woodmansee : no mention about airport concerns
19:33:05
From Kathy Hughes : they stopped the building in east Chico once the one acre
minimums were held up
19:33:17
From Troy Franzen : Well said Desta
19:33:57
From Mike : The Otterson Drive Extension in South Chico to the Hegan Lane Industrial
Park was planned years ago too.. concerned citizens gathered 2500 signatures to force a referendum..
it was defeated by the voters and it was not extended and no bridge was built to Hegan Lane Business
Park.
19:34:11
From MinerManor : some of us live on privately owned streets. The increased traffic and
use will affect the lifespan of our paving. It will cost us in the long run...
19:34:13
From Kathy Hughes : and apts were stopped. no longer financial benefit to developer
19:34:20
From Tina : Can we petition this project?
19:34:34
From K : The lack of available law enforcement in the city to deal with the numbers pf
individuals that are being proposed.
19:34:42
From K : of*
19:34:43
From Gitta : Jamming 2000 housing units in for starters means 6000 more residents if
they are families of 3
19:34:43
From Sara Alderson : let’s start a petition hoe do we start that?
19:34:43
From Greg : Good to hear all our rooms have similar concerns and like our current live
style.
19:36:00
From Christina Palmer : Thank you everyone for spending your night here…trying to
preserve everything that we love about our area. I hope we were heard loud and clear.
19:36:50
From Jeanie : change to minimum lot size of 1 acre. no density stuff that is on current
plan
19:37:07
From Jeanie : no multifamily lots
19:37:15
From N. Chico Resident : How do we make the “plan” to be to leave it as agriculture or an
open space without any development EVER
19:37:16
From Carol Huston : In 1995, there were limited homes in this area and no low density,
high cost subdivisions. To keep referring to a 30 year old plan that has little relevance to what the
area looks like now, is frustrating
19:37:37
From Sara Alderson : How do we see the current 1995 North Butte County Plan?
19:37:47
From Kathy Hughes : high density is more tax money
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19:37:50
From Jeanie : the current plan has a bunch of high density areas which is what we don’t
want
19:37:59
From AJ Patton : Yes after 30 years there needs to be major adjustments to that original
plan
19:38:26
From Jeanie : so we have to change it to stop from having 2000 units in the small area?
19:38:48
From Tina : Yes one acre minimums for sure!
19:38:55
From Greg : Leave as is in the current NCSP and address the areas that have not been
completed in the current NCSP.
19:38:56
From Jen Skinner : That’s why they are asking for input on whether that plan should
change or stay the same. They are gathering our input on that.
19:39:37
From Gitta : Idk why they say there is no project when the North Chico Village Vision is
talking about 2000 housing units? A bit confusing, I’ld say
19:40:08
From Cindy Reiswig : Exactly. I just asked in our room if this was a done deal and was
told yes.
19:40:09
From Desta : Could you please investigate OTHER locations for your high density/low
income project? I don’t think people out here would object to parks, tree, walking paths and small, low
density development -- but the majority of us (as you’ve heard) moved out here for a reason and don’t
want high density housing/development.
19:40:12
From Kathy Hughes : if state funded research and city/county are looking for funding
while addressing access to housing. up hill fight. I’m in!
19:41:02
From Gitta : Now Austin is cling it a project again
19:41:06
From N. Chico Resident : IF they are going to develop the land, it should reflect the
current layout... 1 acre+ parcels and orchards, not apartments or anything that lowers the quality of
our neighborhood
19:41:27
From Desta : Right!
19:42:05
From Carol Huston : certainly sounds like a project... not just an investigation of ideas
19:42:22
From Jeanie : something is going on that’s for sure
19:42:54
From Christina Palmer : Our group had a lot of specific questions and they were all
deflected. Every single one.
19:42:56
From Tina : WEneed to have a neighbohood meeting!!!
19:42:59
From Marissa Maxey : Thank you!
19:43:03
From heather bettencourt : We moved from Long Beach to get away from people and
traffic. We don’t want to see it come to our neighborhood!
19:43:03
From Kathy Hughes : yea!
19:43:16
From Jeanie : NO project lol
19:43:17
From Debra Lucero : Thanks to everyone!
19:43:23
From Kathy Hughes : from LA area
19:43:23
From Gitta : Yes we need a neighborhood initiative
19:43:29
From Kathy Hughes : yes
19:43:56
From Jeanie : someone needs to discover an endangered species in these flood zones.
19:44:17
From Tina : Meadow Foam!!!! The Brine Shrimp!
19:44:25
From Jeanie : there ya go lol
19:44:28
From heather bettencourt : What happened to the endangered meadow foam?
19:44:28
From Gitta : They probably exist, Jeanie
19:44:33
From Jen Skinner : lol
19:44:34
From Christina Palmer : Jeanie-my husband just said the same thing!
19:45:15
From Jeanie : can you reexplain what those are paula?
19:45:27
From Jeanie : tell us again what R3 is?
19:45:58
From K : That plan needs to be readily available for residents to see.
19:46:40
From Marissa Maxey : They are asking for community input so they can possibly amend
and change the plan.
19:46:52
From Tina : She needs to head up the neighborhood meeting!!!!
19:47:29
From AJ Patton : original 1995 plan: https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/
mysocialpinpoint/uploads/redactor_assets/documents/21256/NCSP.pdf
19:47:52
From Jen Skinner : Thanks AJ!
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19:48:14
From Jeanie : so we want to change to one acre minimum or ag usage? rural residential?
19:48:22
From Ben Juliano : the questions posed in the survey and by the planning design team
did not lend themselves to rolling back...
19:48:30
From K : I think the community would like it to stay 1 acre minimum, single family!
19:48:48
From K : Thats not wanting to be heard.
19:49:46
From Ben Juliano : also not wanting to be heard is a strong request for data that
supports local housing shortage claims.
19:50:34
From heather bettencourt : I don’t understand how this could be affordable housing
when we live in an expensive area.
19:50:42
From K : agreed
19:50:54
From MinerManor : If it’s possible to change this, why are they hiring these people to
work for the next 3-4 months? I understand it’s grant money but seems it could be better spent...
19:51:20
From Tina : yes like on the homeless downtown
19:51:40
From Jeanie : yes
19:53:00
From Kathy Hughes : thx Debra
19:53:12
From AJ Patton : @ Gitta: where do we find the amendments to the 1995 plan?
19:53:58
From K : Mailers…..
19:54:13
From K : would be considerate
19:54:36
From Debra Lucero : dlucero@buttecounty.net
19:54:37
From Troy Franzen : Neighborhood Facebook group?
19:54:50
From Jeanie : I just heard on the news last night
19:54:55
From heather bettencourt : Yes, north chico neighbors group on facebook
19:54:58
From Carol Huston : I first heard about this last night on the news when they announced
public input was needed for the proposed/planned new development of 4000 units in north Chico
19:55:04
From Christina Palmer : Troy-I posted on the link on fb tonight
19:55:16
From Troy Franzen : Thanks!
19:55:20
From Christina Palmer : In North Chico Neighbors
19:55:20
From Jeanie : what f b page?
19:55:37
From Jen Skinner : yes! our n Chico page was how I found out as well.
19:57:47
From MinerManor : couldn’t the mailers be paid for by the grant money?
19:58:05
From Jeanie : you could make a facebook page for this project. a group folks to join or
page to see specific to this
19:58:19
From Ben Juliano : Anyone can save the chat messages, in case you are interested ...
19:58:42
From Jeanie : yes click the three dots on right in chat and save
19:58:56
From K : I think that should be a very important budget item!!! Reaching the people this
affects. Send mail!
19:59:01
From Desta : Thank you for your time tonight.
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